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ABSTRACT

His3 and pet56 are adjacent yeast genes that are transcribed in
opposite directions from initiation sites that are separated by 191 bp.
Under normal growth conditions where his3 andpet56 are nanscribed at
similar basal levels, a poly (dA-dT) sequence located between the genes
serves as the upsffeam promoter element for both. In contrast, /eis3 but
not pet56 ffanscription is induced during conditions of amino acid
starvation, even though the critical regulatory site is located upstream of
both respective TATA regions. Similarly, when the upstream his3-pet56
regulatory region is replaced by the analogousgal regulatory sequences,
his3 but not pet56 transcription is induced when cells are grown in
galactose medium. Although constitutive his3 transcription is initiated
equally from two initiation sites (+1 and +L2), induction mediated by the
his3 or gal upsffeam regulatory elements or by ope suppressor mutations
is associated with preferential utilization of the +12 site. This selectivity
is determined by the distance of the mRNA initiation sites to a specific
sequence in the his3 TATA region. Analysis of chromatin indicates that
micrococcal nuclease sensitivity of the his3 TATA region is associated
with the constitutive but not the inducible mode of transcription. From
these observations, I suggest that the his3-pet56 intergenic region
contains constitutive and inducible promoters with different properties. In
particular, two classes of TATA elements, constitutive (T.) and regulatory
(T.), can be distinguished by their ability to respoid to upstream
regulatory elements, by their effects on the selection of initiation sites, and
by their physical structure in nuclear chromatin. Molecular mechanisms
for these different kinds of yeast promoters a.re proposed.

INTRODUCTION

Yeast promoters are composed of upstream, TATA, and initiator elements that are
necessary for the accuracy, amount, and regulation of transcriptional initiation [reviewed in
11,44). Upstream elements, which resemble mammalian enhancers [1,2], are required for
transcription, and they usually determine a promoter's particular regulatory properties.
Upstream elements for coregulated genes are similar in DNA sequence whereas those of
unrelated genes are different. In several cases, these elements have been shown to be
specific DNA binding sites for transcriptional regulatory proteins t3-51. TATA elements
(consensus sequence TATAAA) are present in essentially all yeast promoters although the
distances from their respective mRNA initiation sites range between 40 and 120 bp. These
elements are required for gene expression and have been presumed to have a general role in
the process of transcription. The initiator element located near the mRNA start site, has Iittle
effect on the overall RNA level but it determines where transcription begins.

In the natural yeast genome, his3 and pet56 are adjacent yeast genes that perform
unrelated functions [6]. His3 encodes imidazoleglycerolphosphate dehydratase, a histidine
biosynthetic enzyffie, and pet56 is essential for mitochondrial function. These genes are
expressed at similar basal levels under normal growth conditions [7], and they are
transcribed divergently from initiation sites that are separated by 191 bp [6; Fig.l]. Although
each gene has its own TATA element, a L7 bp region of poly (dA-dT) located between the
genes serves as the upstream promoter element for both [8]. Thus, this constitutive element
acts bidirectionally to activate transcription of two unrelated genes.
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Figure 1: Structure of the pet56-his3-dedl region in wild-type and mutant strains and DNA
sequences of the his3 -pe66 promoter region.

The shaded bar at the top represents a 6.L kb EcaRI-SalI fragment (with a mutated
EcoRI site) that contains the intact pet56, his3, and dedl genes (6). The location and
orientation of the transcripts are indicated by arrows above the shaded bar, and resffiction
endonuclease cleavage sites are indicated as vertical lines below the bar (R, EcoRI; B,
BamHI;H, HindIII; X, XhoI; S, SalI). The drawing is to scale for the 1765 base pairs
between the BamHI sites. The structures of his3-LL3 as well as gal-hrsi and gal-pet56
fusions are shown with the solid bar indicating the 365 base pair gal segment ( I4), and with
the checkered bar indicating the IS 1 and bacteriophage l" sequences fused to position -66 of
the hts3 gene (16). For each class of molecules, the levels of his3 or pet56 mRNA under
uninducing or inducing conditions are indicated as follows: very high levels (+++); normal
induced levels (++); normal basal levels (+); low, but detectable levels (+); and undetectable
levels (-). Normal and inducing conditions for these derivatives were achieved as described
in the legend toFig.2. The bottom half of the figure shows the nucleotide sequence of the
his3 coding sffand of the his3-pet56 promoter region. The coordinates above the sequence
are determined with respect to the upsffeam-most his3 inrtiation site which is defined as +1.
Features of the DNA sequence include the his3 and pet56 inttiation sites (thick arrows)(8),
the poly (dA-dT) upstream element for constitutive expression (thin lines above and below
the sequence)(8), the TGACTC sequence that is critical for his3 induction (thick lines above
and below the sequencexg), the related sequence that affects the maximal level of his3
induction (thick line above the sequenceXl0), and the his3 andpet56 TATA regions (thin,
directional arowsX8,2O).



Under conditions of amino acid starvation, transcription of the his3 gene is induced
three-fold over the basal level, whereas pet56 transcription remains at its basal level [7].
Maximal induction depends upon two copies of an upsffeam regulatory site that are located
upstream of the his3 and pet56 TATA sequences and on either side of the poly (dA-dT)
sequence necessary for constitutive transcription [9,10; see Fig.l]. The his3 proximal copy
is absolutely required for induction, and by itself is sufficient to confer partial induction. The
distal copy is necessary only for full induction, and it is inactive in the absence of the
proximal copy. This regulatory sequence (consensus TGACTC) is also present several times
at similar locations in promoters of many amino acid biosynthetic genes that are subject to the
szrme general control mechanism [9,1 1]. Analysis of the his4 promoter indicates that a single
copy of the regulatory site acts bidirectionally to induce ffanscription under starvation
conditions [1I,12]. Coordinate induction of amino acid biosynthetic genes is mediated by
the gcn4 protein, which binds specifically to the his3 proximal TGACTC sequence and to
promoter regions of other coregulated genes [5].

Constitutive and inducible his3 expression is most simply explained by postulating that
a core promoter is activated by independent upsffeam elements with different ffanscriptional
specificity. However, this view does not explain why pet56 transcription is not induced
along with his3 ffanscription during amino acid starvation [7] even though the TGACTC
regulatory site, which is located upstream of both genes, functions bidirectionally ll2l and at
variable distances from mRNA start sites l9,I2l. Here, I review genetic and biochemical
observations that define the properties of the promoters that are responsible for transcription
of the his3 and pet56 genes. I suggest that yeast cells contain two distinct classes of
promoters, constitutive and inducible, that operate by different molecular mechanisms.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Induced his3 transcrintion occurs at a subset of normal init iation sites

Under normal growth conditions, ftis3 transcription is initiated at equal frequency from
two major sites defined as +1 and +1216; Fig.2l. This pattern of initiation sites is observed
even when the his3 upstream and TATA elements are replaced by the analogous dedl
promoter sequences [13]. The his3 initiation pattern is similar rn a gcn4 mutant sftain grown
in normal or starvation conditions, although the level of the +I2 tanscript may be slightly
reduced with respect to the +1 transcript (Fig.2). In this strain, his3 transcription is
uninducible because the gcn4 mutation inactivates the positive regulatory protein that binds to
the TGACTC sequence [5]. However, in a wild type strain when his3 transcription is
induced three-fold above the basal level, the normal initiation pattern is not observed.
Instead, transcription from +1 remains at the normal basal level, whereas transcription from
+12 is induced about 5 fold (Fig.2). In addition, ffanscription from +22, normally a minor
initiation site, is also induced such that its level equals that of the +1 transcript. Thus,
constitutive and induced modes of his3 expression are distinguished not only by their
required upstream sequences, but also by their utilization of initiation sites.

The same selectivity of his3 initiation sites has been observed in two other situations.
First, in strains where the gall ,10 enhancer-like sequence is fused to the his3 promoter
region at various positions (Fig.l), his3 transcription is subject to gal control; i.e. extremely
high levels in galactose medium and catabolite repressed levels in glucose medium [14,15].
However, when any of these gal-his3 fusion sffains ere grown in galactose medium,
essentially all the transcripts are initiated at +I2, +22 and further downstream IL4;Fig.Z).
This indicates that the selectivity of initiation sites is not determined by the distance between
the upstream and the TATA elements. In glucose medium where transcription is repressed
below the his3 basal level even in the presence of the poly (dA-dT) upstream element [15],
the level of the +1 and +L2 nanscripts are reduced equivalently (Fig.2). Second, similar
selectivity of his3 initiation sites is seen in revertants of his3-L13, a promoter mutation that
normally is transcriptionally inactive because it lacks the entire upstream promoter region [16;
Fig.2l. These revertants, which are due to recessive suppressor mutations in three different
ope genes, confer wild type his3 levels in minimal medium, but undetectable levels in rich
broth. The suppression and the novel form of regulation have been explained by proposing
that the ope mvtations activate a cryptic upstream promoter element [16]. However, when
his3 transcription is observed in minimal medium, it is initiated preferentially from the +I2
and +22 sites as compared to the + I site.



Thus, the same initiation pattern is observed when his3 transcription depends on the
normal his3 regulatory sequences, the galL,10 rcgulatory element, or the cryptic element
associated with the his3-413 mutation. In all these cases, his3 transcription is subject to
some form of regulation. In contrast, the observed initiation pattern during constitutive his3
expression depending on the poly (dA-dT) sequence is qualitatively different.
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Figure 2: Selectivity of his3 initiation sites.
Irft: Transcription of the wild type his3 gene in gcn4- and GCN4+ strains in normal (-)

or in inducing (+) conditions. The locations of the dedl transcripts and the his3 +I, +L2,
and +22 mRNA species are indicated. Right: The left-most 8 lanes represent strains
containing the his3-Ll3 allele with or without variovs ope suppressor mutations (1,2,3
represent opeL,2,3 and + indicates no suppressor) grown in YPD (uninducing conditions) or
minimal medium (inducing conditions). The right-most 8 lanes are strains containing
gal-his3 fusions (G4, G6, G13, G15)(14), grown in glucose (glu) or galactose (gal). The
his3 end points of the fusions are -192 (Gl3), -157 (G15), 136 (G6), and -55 (G4). The
central 2 lanes represent the wild fype strain in glucose (D) or galactose (L) medium. Bands
for readthrough transcription of his3-Ll3 (RTX16) and undigested probe (P) are indicated.

Pel56 transcription is uninducihle in Ez/-Zel56 fusion promoters

Pet56 transcription is not induced during conditions of amino acid starvation [7], even
though the critical regulatory sites are located upstream of the TATA element [8] and the
TGACTC regulatory sequence functions in both orientations [12]. To investigate the issue
of pet56 inducibility, the galregvlatory element was fused to the pet56 promoterregion at
several positions [17]. Strikingly , pet56 transcription is not induced when cells are grown in
galactose medium [17]. In other words, these derivatives behave unlike numerous fusions
between the identical gal DNA segment and the cycl [18] or his3 [14] promoters. This resuh
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can not be explained by failure to include pet56 TATA sequences in the fusions. Deletion
analysis indicates that pet56-G2, which includes the sequences TATAGA and CATAAA,
contains a functional TATA element, and that pet56-G3 contains the entire pet56 promoter
region [8]. T]rus, thepet56 ffanscript, like the his3 +1 transcript, is not activated by the his3
or gal upstream regulatory elements. Therefore, differences between the constitutive and
inducible promoters can not be explained solely by the upstream elements.

In the original description of mutations that fail to induce his3 enzyme activity in
response to starvation, two classes were obtained [9]. One class removed the TGACTC
regulatory element, that is now known to bind the gcn4 positive regulatory protein, whereas
the other class deleted sequences in the TATA region (Fig.3). Transcriptional analysis of
two small deletion mutations in the TATA region (his3-L24 which removes sequences
between -35 and -44 and his3-L20 which removes the region between -34 and -46) confirms
that they abolish induction but do not affect the constitutive level tL7l. Moreover, the levels
of both the + 1 and +12 transcripts are similar during normal and starvation conditions. This
result is not be due to a spacing effect because small deletions between the TATA and
initiation region do not influence the choice of initiation sites [13], and because the +22
transcript is not inducible even though it is more than 50 bp from the TATA region.
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Figure 3: Sequences of DNAs with mutations in the his3 TATA region.
The TATAAA sequence (-45 to -40) is over and underlined, and the TATACA sequence

C54 to -49) is underlined. Small letters indicate bases that derive from EcoRI linkers.

The results so far indic ate that the pattern of his3 transcriptional initiation does not
depend on the sequences or the position of the upstream regulatory element, but can be
affected by mutations in the TATA region. To exclude the possibility that selective utilization
of the +1 and +12 sites depends on the properties of the initiation sites themselves, the
ffanscriptional patterns of mutations that alter the spacing between the TATA and initiation
region (Fig.3). In his3-Ll8, the distance is increased by 8 bp, and in his3-L19, the distance
is decreased by 3 bp. When such strains are examined in normal growth conditions, the
level of transcription and the initiation pattern are indistinguishable from the wild type strain
tl31. In contrast, initiation during starvation conditions in his3-L18 (but not his3-19) is
induced equally at the +1 and +12 sites although the overall level of induction is unchanged
tL7l. This indicates that transcription from the +1 site has the potential to be induced and
thus suggests that the initiation region itself does not confer any specificity with regard to
constitutive versus regulatory expression.



Two distinct chromatin structures in the ftfsJ TATA region

In nuclear chromatin, the TATA region of the wild type his3 gene is preferentially
cleaved by micrococcal nuclease t191. Nuclease sensitivity is indistinguishable under normal
or starvation conditions, and it is observed in a deletion mutant containing all the elements
necessary for proper his3 expression but lacking sequences upstream of -158. However,
deletion mutants that retain the TATA region but lack the poly (dA-dT) upstream element do
not show nuclease sensitivity. This observation reflects a feature of chromatin structure
because control experiments indicate that the TATA region in purified his3 mutant DNAs is
equally sensitive to micrococcal nuclease |l7l. Most importantly, his3-413 sffains never
show TATA sensitivity even in the presence of ope suppressor mutations that confer wild
fype transcription levels [16], and nuclease sensitivity is not observed in several gal-his3
fusions even when his3 transcription is occurring at high levels t171.

These results indicate that nuclease sensitivity atthe TATA region is correlated with the
presence of the poly (dA-dT) sequence that serves as the upstream promoter element
necessary for constitutive transcription. It is not correlated with transcription per se, and it is
observed even when constitutive and inducible modes of his3 expression are occuring
simultaneously. Thus, these experiments provide evidence for a sffuctural change at the
TATA region ihat distinguishes cbnstitutive 

^expres 
sion from regulated expres sion.

CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATIONS

Constitutive and inducible yeast promoters

This paper provides evidence for two classes of yeast promoters which are denoted as
constitutive and inducible. In the his3 -pet56 intergenic region, the constitutive promoters are
defined by the his3 +1 and the pet56 transcripts, and the inducible promoter(s) is defined by
the +L2 and +22 transcripts. The distinction between these classes is that the inducible
promoters can be activated by different uptream elements representing unrelated forms of
regulation, whereas the constitutive promoters are activated only by poly (dA-dT) sequences.

Induction of his3 expression by the his3 or gal upstream regulatory sequences or by
ope mediated suppression clearly involves different upstream promoter sequences and
presumably different proteins. Indeed, the gal regulatory site is bound by gal4 regulatory
protein I3,4f, and the his3 regulatory site interacts with gcn4 protein [5]. Nevertheless, the
fact that the same initiation pattern is observed suggests that the basic mechanism of
ffanscriptional activation is similar. On the other hand, the clear difference in the initiation
pattern observed during constitutive his3 expression suggests that the poly (dA-dT) sequence
behaves in a functionally distinct manner from the upstream regulatory elements.

Two classes of TATA elements

Although different upsffeam elements are associated with constitutive and inducible
ffanscription in the his3-pe66 region, their effects on the choice of initiation sites are unlikely
to be direct. Three different upstream regulatory elements confer indistinguishable patterns
of his3 transcription. Moreover, systematic analysis of gal-hisi fusions indicates that the
initiation pattern does not depend on the orientation or the location of the gal element with
respect to the rest of the his3 promoter elements [14]. For the constitutive his3 promoter,
equal utilization of the +1 and +12 sites is observed with either thehis3 orthe dedl [13] poly
(dA-dT) upstream element, and it is independent of position. Thus, constitutive and
inducible yeast promoters must differ in other ways besides the upsteam elements.

Three separate lines of evidence strongly suggest that constitutive and inducible
promoters contain different classes of TATA elements. First, small deletions in the his3
TATA region abolish inducibility and selectivity of initiation without affecting constitutive
tanscription. This indicates that specific sequences in the TATA region are essential for the
inducible but not the constitutive his3 promoter. Second, the his3 +1 transcript is inducible
when the distance to the TATA element is increased by 8 bp. This indicates that differential
utilization of the + 1 and +I2 tanscripts does not depend upon specific sequences within the
initation region, and it supports the view that the TATA region is important for the selective
utilization of initiation sites. Third, the nuclease sensitivity experiments provides
biochemical evidence that the constitutive and inducible his3 promoters are associated with



different chromatin structures at the TATA region.
It should be noted that as the chromatin experiments measure the relative sensitivity of a

particular sequence to micrococcal nuclease digEstion, the information that is obtained ap.plies
bnly to that s^equettce. Moreover, the structural basis for micrococcal nuclease sensitivity of
the- his3 TATA region is unknown. Some possibilities, which are not mutually exclusive,
are accessibility io nuclear proteins, nucleosome phasing, tortional s{ess, or a. specific
protein DNA interaction. Nevertheless, although the molecular mechanism remains to be-determined, 

the experiments indic ate aclear difference between the two classes of promoters.
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Figure 4: Elements for the constitutive and inducible expression of the his3 qnd pgtJ6 genes.
The top line shows the poly (dA-dT) element for constitutive Sanscription of the pe,t56

andhis3 geie,theT"elementsof theindividualgelesrandthe his3 +1 and+12sitesandthe
major pe-t56 iite. flre bottom line indicates the his3 upstream regulatory_eleqgnts (R is
essLntial for induction and R' is important to achieve the maximal level) and the T, element
necessary for transcriptional induction. Transcription from the rnducible promoter occurs at
a higher ievel (thick v-ertical line) and is initiated at the + 12 site. The drawing is to scale.

The const i tut ive- inducihle hypothesis

To account for all the experimental observations, I have defined two classes of TATA
elements that correspond to-the constitutive and inducible his3 promoters U7l. The
functional distinction-is that regulatory TATA elements (Tp) are active in the presence of
essentially any upstream regulatbry sequence, w\ep1s constit-utive TATA elements (Tg) are
no1 Witti ttteie definitionslthe trinscriptional initiation patterns in the his3-pet56 regionare
explained as diagrammed in Fig.4. First, the his3 promoter contains a-Tn und u.Tq
element(s), whereas the pet56 prgmotercontains only aTC element. This explains Yhy hisi
ffanscription is induciblb by the his3 and gal upstream ttEgt+lo:V elementl,3.nq Yhy yet!6
tanscriirtion is uninduciblaby either elemEnt. Second, his3-L20 and his3-L24 delete the T4
elemeni (thus preventing induction) but retain the T6 element(s) (thus petmi-tqngtasal level
expression). these mulations provide direct eviden-ce for the existence and the location of
ttuj Te elemenl Third, more eitensive deletions of the TATA region (for example ftrs3-A38
whicfit removes his3 sequences between -35 and -83) confer extremely low basal

transcriprion levels [20], piesumably bgcaqsg they 1ut\ all potential Tp and T6 elements.
Fourth,-preferential utilization of the +12 initiation site during induction occurs because'I3,
which'ii required for induction, is too clo_se to the +1 initiation site. This accounts tor
inducibitity irf the +1 transcript in his3-LL8, the derivative where the distance between T4
and the +i transcript, norm^ally 45 bp, is increased to 53 bp. - Although the minimal
acceptable distance 

^between 
TATA elements and initiation sites has not been determined

precisely and may differ among promote{!, lhe distances involved here are in excellent
iccord *ittt preuious experimenti t131. Fifth, the equal utilization of the +l and +12



transcripts in the constitutive mode of expression is explained by the T6 element(s) being
located upstream of Tp and hence far enough away from the +1 site to pdrmit transcription.
Thus, the distinct initiation patterns may reflect the activities of the different TATA elements.

From DNA sequence analysis of numerous eukaryotic promoters, the consensus
sequence of the TATA element is TATAAA t211. However, the functional distinction
between Tp and T6', elements strongly suggests that they are defined by different DNA
sequences.^-Althoulh the precise nucleotide requirements remain to be determined, the
results presented here provide some indications as to the sequences involved in these
functions. Both of the mutations that delete the his3 Tp element destroy the only perfect
TATAAA sequence in the promoter region (nucleotideS:45 to -40). Moreover, additional
deletion mutations indicate thatTp is entirely includedbetween -35 and -45,alocation that
coincides with the TATAAA seqfehce (Chen and Struhl, unpublished results). However, at
locations with appropriate spacings for initiation at +1, these TR deletion mutants retain
several sequences that resemble the canonical element, the bdst of which is TATACA
(nucleotides -54 to -49). The pet56 gene does not contain any perfect TATAAA sequences,
although both TATAGA and CATAAA (nucleotides -40 to -35 and -50 to -45 with respect to
the pet56 initiation site) are found in the region implicated as being functionally important
[8]. Thus the "consensus" sequence may act as a TR element, while "imperfect" sequences
may constitute T6' elements. The functional distinctions and the potential sequence
differences betweeh Tp and T6 suggests the possibility that these elements are targets for
separat'e DNA binding proteinsThat are necessary for transcription.

Clarif ications of the model

The basic proposal in this paper is that there are two different classes of yeast promoters
that are exemplified in the pet56-his3 region. Nevertheless, it is important to stress that
while "constitutive" and "inducible" promoters and "TR" and T6." elements are terms that
usefully describe the pet56-his3 promoter region, thef 

-are 
defiied by specific functional

criteria, not by the overall transcriptional properties of the genes. Although it appears that
these terms may have more general application (see below), the knowledge that the
expression of a particular gene is constitutive or regulated is insufficient to determine the
kinds of promoters that are involved. Moreover, as the precise nucleotide requirements of
Tp and T6' elements are unknown, simple inspection of the DNA sequence is insufficient to
ddtermine-to which class a potential TATA element belongs. In fact, it is possible that a
given sequence could function as both a Tn and a T6. element.

Some important clarifications to tlie Tn-Td model should be mentioned. First,
although T6., is defined to be unresponsive to upstream regulatory elements, there is no
reason to eiclude the possibility that Tp elements could interact with the poly (dA-dT)
sequences. Thus, a constitutively transbribed gene could rely on either a Tp or a T1^
element. Second, although poly (dA-dT) sequences can act as upstream eldments fo-r
constitutive expression [8], it is certainly possible for constitutively transcribed genes to use
other sequences as upstream elements. In this case, such constilutive upstream elements
would presumably be recognized by specific DNA binding proteins. However, unlike
regulatory proteins such as GCN4 or GAL4 whose level or activity varies with
environmental conditions [4,22,23), these other proteins would presumably be equally active
under all conditions. Third, the possibility of repression means that the presence of a poly
(dA-dT) sequence upstream of a TATA element does not necessarily result in transcription.
For example, in gal-his3 fusions, the gal regulatory element represses both constitutive and
inducible his3 expression [15; Fig.2] even when it is located upsffeam of the entire his3
promoter region. This also means that transcription of a negatively regulated gene could
depend exclusively on a poly (dA-dT) upstream element.

Generalit lr of the model

Selectivity of initiation sites has been observed previously during transcriptional
induction of the yeast suc2 [24] and ura3 [25] genes and the Neurospora crassa qa2 gene
126). Although the promoter elements that eue necessary for constitutive and inducible
expression and for selectivity of initiation sites have not been determined in these cases, the
ffanscriptional patterns of these other genes can be readily explained by the model proposed
for his3 andpet56 expression. For example, at appropriate positions of both the ura3 [27]



and suc2 [28] promoters, there are poly (dA:dT) sequences of similar length and quality to
the one between the his3 and pet56 genes, and there is a single presumptive Tp element as
well as potential T6'elements.

Why does yelst have two classes of promoters? In the case of suc2, the selectivity has
important biological consequences because the inducible transcript encodes the secreted form
of invertase whereas the constitituve transcript encodes the inftacellular form 1241. Although
the ura3 transcripts may encode separate proteins from different reading frames, the
significance of the shortnon-ura3 pepttde is unknown[Z1]. For qa2, the significance of the
selectivity is unclear because the different transcripts encode the identical protein 1261.
However, the model provides a sensible rationale for the organization of the his3-pet56
region as it permits closely packed and divergently transcribed genes to be regulated
independently. This is particularly important for eukaryotic organisms because of their
reliance on bidirectional upstream elements that can act at long and variable distances from
the initiation site.

Possihle molecular mechanisms

A common view of eukaryotic transcription is that RNA polymerase II, unlike E.coli
RNA polymerase, does not bind to specific DNA sequences. Instead, it is believed that the
enzyme recognizes an active chromatin structure that is created by the interaction of specific
DNA binding proteins with their cognate promoter elements. In accord with this view, I
propose the following molecular models to account for the differences between constitutive
and inducible promoters.

For induCiUte promoters, the upsffeam element is recogni zndby tanscriptional activator
proteins. Specifically, the his3 upsffeam regulatory element interacts with the GCN4 protein
[5], whereas the gal element interacts with the GAT 4 protein 13,41. The TATA element is
also presumed to interact with a specific protein. Although a yeast TATA protein has yet to
be identified, analogous proteins have been charactertzed from higher eukaryotic cells
129,301.

Two lines of evidence indicate that the binding of upstream activator and TATA proteins
is insufficient for ffanscription. First, there are gal4 [31] and gcn4 [32] mutations that
prevent transcriptional induction without affecting the specific DNA binding activity of the
protein. Second, hybrid proteins containing the DNA binding domain of the E.coli lexA
repressor and the non-binding regions of GAL4 t33l or GCN4 I32l can function as
fanscriptional activators if an E.coli lexA operator serves as an upsffeam promoter element.
Thus, it is likely that direct or indirect interactions of activator and TATA proteins are
necessary for the generation of an active chromatin stucture that can be recognized by RNA
polymerase II. As /risi induction mediated by the gal and his3 upstream elements requires
the same TATA sequences lI4,20l and results in the same selectiviry of initiation sites, it
seems likely that the interactions between these different upsffeam activator and TATA
proteins (and possibly RNA polymerase tr) will share common features.

For constitutive promoters, I suggest that the poly (dA-dT) sequences are not
recognized by specific proteins, but rather act as upstream elements by causing
sequence-specific alterations in normal chromatin structure. In this regard, it is known that
poly (dA-dT) ffacts within natural DNA sequences inhibit nucleosome formation in vitro
134,35), possibly because of their unique helical repeat 136,371. Thus, in contrast to the
model for inducible promoters, ffanscriptional activation does not require specific interactions
between upsffeam activator and TATA proteins. Instead, the poly (dA-dT) sequences disrupt
the inactive chromatin sffucture such that the TATA element becomes accessible to the TATA
protein. If, as discussed above, there are distinct TATA proteins, a Tp protein would
contain a region that interacts with upstream activator proteins, whereas a T6 protein would
lack such a region. In this wly, these hypothetical TATA proteins would noi-only recognize
different DNA sequences, but would respond differentially to upstream elements. As
transcription can be induced from both the +1 and +I2 initiation sites, it is presumed that
both kinds of TATA proteins would interact directly or indirectly with RNA polymerase II in
order to permit the initiation of transcription.

Though speculative, these models have several attractive features. First, transcriptional
regulation can be achieved either by altering the synthesis or activity of a specific activator
protein in response to environmental or developmental signals. A given activator protein will
respond to a defined set of stimuli and co-regulatory molecules, and then influence the



transcription of all genes containing upstream elements to which it can bind. Second,
although there are undoubtedly many activator proteins and inftacellular signals, they appear
to act through a common pathway involving Tp elements; this provides an evolutionary
mechanism for altering gene regulation without a-ffecting transcriptional competence. Third,
constitutive transcription of a variety of yeast genes encoding unrelated functions can be
achieved simply with the basic transcription machinery. Poly (dA-dT) sequences are
observed upstream of many yeast transcription units [8], and their abiliry to inhibit
nucleosome formation constitutes a plausible mechanism to activate transcription without
gene-specific proteins. The level of constitutive ffanscription is influenced by the length and
the quality of the poly (dA-dT) region [8]. Thus, the properties of constitutive and inducible
promoters can account for the diverse transcriptional patterns that occur in yeast cells.
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